Charge-pulse relaxation studies with lipid bilayer membranes modified by alamethicin.
Charge-pulse relaxation studies with the alamethicin-lipid membrane system reveal a triphasic decay of membrane voltage. At short times (resolution time 2 microseconds), where a voltage decay due to the orientation of alamethicin dipoles from the interface into the membranes interior ("gating current") could possibly be expected, only a slow decrease with a time constant determined by the bare membrane conductance occurs. After approximately 1 ms (depending on the experimental conditions) the formation of alamethicin pores starts, leading to an increase in the voltage decay rate. When the characteristic voltage Vcpc is approached, pores close and after passing Vcpc the voltage decreases slowly again according to the bare membrane conductance. Vcpc is determined as a function of the initially applied voltage Vo, alamethicin and KCl concentration. Since the membrane voltage decreases continuously, the system does not reach the equilibrium states obtained at constant voltages. Taking the presented experimental results into account the estimate of the electrical potential at the functional membrane of photosynthesis induced by a saturating single turnover flash of deltaphio approximately 105-135 mV (Zickler, Witt and Boheim (1976) FEBS Lett. 66, 142-148) is changed to deltaphio approximately 200 mV.